LIST OF Awardees of Police Medal for Gallantry on the Occasion of Republic Day-2018

CHHATTISGARH

1. SHRI CHANAKYA NAG INSPECTOR (1st BAR TO PMG)

2. SHRI MANOJ SINGH SUB INSPECTOR

3. SHRI KANYAIYA LAL DHRUWA SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE (1st BAR TO PMG)

4. SHRI LAXMAN KEWAT INSPECTOR (3rd BAR TO PMG)

5. LATE SHRI ROHIT KUMAR SORI HEAD CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

6. LATE SHRI MANOJ KUMAR BAGHEL, HEAD CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

7. LATE SHRI RAJMAN NETAM CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

8. LATE SHRI KIRAN KUMAR DESHMUKH CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

9. LATE SHRI MOHAN SINGH UIKE CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

10. LATE SHRI RAJKUMAR MARKAM, CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

DELHI

11. SHRI ATTAR SINGH INSPECTOR

12. SHRI RAJINDER KUMAR SUB INSPECTOR

13. SHRI RAVINDER KUMAR TYAGI SUB INSPECTOR (1st BAR TO PMG)
SHRI SAJAD AHMAD SHEIKH
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI MOHD AYAZ DAING
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

SHRI SUNNY BHAT
SGCT

SHRI BILAL AHMAD
CONSTABLE

SHRI SHAHZADA KABIR MATTOO
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI PARVEZ AHMAD DAR
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI MANZOOR AHMAD MIR
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

LATE SHRI RAJINDER KUMAR
SGCT

SHRI MOHD. YOUSIF,
ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI MIR MURTAZA HUSSAIN SOHIL
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI QAZI ASIF HUSSAIN
SUB INSPECTOR

SHRI SAJAD AHMAD YATOO
CONSTABLE

SHRI MOHD SHAFIQ
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

SHRI SHOWKAT SULTAN
SGCT

SHRI BALJIT SINGH
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

(1ST BAR TO PMG)

(2ND BAR TO PMG)

(1ST BAR TO PMG)

(POSTHUMOUSLY)

(1ST BAR TO PMG)

(2ND BAR TO PMG)

(1ST BAR TO PMG)
29. SHRI PARVAIZ AHMAD
   SGCT
30. SHRI AJAZ AHMED
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
31. SHRI JAVAID IQBAL TABASSAM
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
32. SHRI MADASAR NASEER
    SUB INSPECTOR
33. SHRI SHOWAKAT AHMAD DAR
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
34. SHRI SHABIR AHMED KHAN
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
35. SHRI HILAL AHMAD
    HEAD CONSTABLE
36. SHRI FROOQ AHMAD MIR
    HEAD CONSTABLE
37. SHRI BILAL AHMAD SHAH
    CONSTABLE
38. SHRI SHAFAT MOHAMMAD NAJAR
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
39. SHRI DEEPAK KUMAR
    CONSTABLE
40. SHRI MOHAMMAD ASHRAF CHATWAL
    CONSTABLE
41. SHRI RAYEES MOHAMMAD BHAT, IPS
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
   (1ST BAR TO PMG)
42. SHRI SATISH KUMAR,
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
43. SHRI PARVEZ AHMAD DAR
    SDPO
   (1ST BAR TO PMG)
44. SHRI SHAHZADA KABIR MATTOO
    DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
45. SHRI TASLEEM AHMAD KHAN
INSPECTOR

46. SHRI BALJIT SINGH,
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

47. SHRI TEJINDER SINGH, IPS
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
(1ST BAR TO PMG)

48. SHRI MOHD SHAFIQ
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
(1ST BAR TO PMG)

49. SHRI SHRIDHAR PATIL, IPS
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

50. SHRI MASRAT AHMAD MIR
INSPECTOR

51. SHRI FAYAZ AHMAD LONE
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

JHARKHAND

52. SHRI PRABHAT KUMAR, IPS
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
COALFIELD RANGE, BOKARO,
JHARKHAND, PIN- 827001

MAHARASHTRA

53. SHRI M. RAJ KUMAR, IPS
ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

54. SHRI SANDIP PUNJA MANDLIK
SUB INSPECTOR

55. SHRI RAJESH DNYANOBA KHANDAVE
SUB INSPECTOR

56. SHRI NANGASU PANJAMI USENDI
NAIK

57. SHRI NILESH JOGA MADA VI
CONSTABLE

58. SHRI RAMESH NAKTU ATRAM
CONSTABLE
59. SHRI BABALU DADDURAM PUNGADA CONSTABLE

MEGHALAYA

60. SHRI BITCHING N. MARAK INSPECTOR

61. SHRI KODOR SOHTUN CONSTABLE

62. SHRI KINGSTAN MOMIM, FM

ORISSA

63. SHRI ANANTA KADRAKA CONSTABLE

64. SHRI TEDYOURAMPA SABARA CONSTABLE

65. SHRI KUMAR HUIKA CONSTABLE

TELAGANA

66. SHRI G. SURESH JC

67. SHRI M MURALI, JC

68. SHRI B. SRIRAMULU AAC

69. SHRI VENKATA SRINIVASA REDDY AAC

70. SHRI P. LAKSHMANUDU JC

71. SHRI HARISH JC
BSF

72. SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR PANDEY, SUB INSPECTOR

CRPF

73. SHRI KISHORE KUMAR COMMANDANT

74. SHRI ARUN KUMAR HEAD CONSTABLE

75. SHRI MANESH KUMAR YADAV CONSTABLE

76. SHRI PRADEEP KUMAR SINGH CONSTABLE

77. SHRI PATHARE SWAPNIL HEMARAJ CONSTABLE

78. SHRI NAND KISHORE PRASAD ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

79. SHRI KOSHAL KUMAR HEAD CONSTABLE

80. SHRI AJAY NEGI ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

81. SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR SUMAN ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

82. SHRI MAHENDER PRATAP SINGH CONSTABLE

83. SHRI BIJENDER CONSTABLE

84. SHRI SUBRAMANYA G. SUB INSPECTOR

85. SHRI MOHD ASHRAF PLOTE CONSTABLE
86. SHRI MANDHEER SINGH
    CONSTABLE

87. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR
    COMMANDANT

88. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR
    DEPUTY COMMANDANT

89. SHRI RAJENDRA NATH MALLICK
    ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

90. SHRI KAMAL SINGH BAGHEL
    HEAD CONSTABLE

91. SHRI MANOHAR LAL MEENA
    CONSTABLE

92. SHRI RANJAN KUMAR SAH
    CONSTABLE

93. SHRI VINAY ANAND PRAKASH
    COMMANDANT

94. SHRI RAJESH SHAH
    CONSTABLE

95. SHRI SHANKAR LAL JAT
    ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

96. SHRI PANKAJ HALLU
    ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

97. SHRI PANKAJ KUMAR
    HEAD CONSTABLE

98. SHRI RAM DULARE
    CONSTABLE

99. SHRI BALRAM TUDU
    CONSTABLE

100. SHRI DILIP KUMAR SINGH
    ASSITANT COMMANDANT

(2ND BAR TO PMG)

(1ST BAR TO PMG)
101. SHRI GOVIND SINGH
       CONSTABLE

102. SHRI SADDAH ANSARI
       CONSTABLE

103. SHRI VISHWANTH KUMAR
       CONSTABLE

104. SHRI ARUN KUMAR
       CONSTABLE

105. SHRI LAL SINGH DAWAR
       CONSTABLE

106. SHRI HARISH KUMAR
       CONSTABLE

107. SHRI RATAN LAL MEENA
       CONSTABLE